
TICKETING A LONE
PROTESTOR
In Ontario, a stay at home order has made it illegal to leave

your home, except for an essential reason. This means public

protests are not allowed. The Kingston police issued a ticket

to a lone, masked protestor who demonstrated in front of

city hall. This protest caused zero COVID risk, but a ticket

was still issued.

TOP 10
DUMBEST COVID POLICIES

Some so-called public health
measures just make no sense

CURFEWS
COVID doesn't spread more after dark, yet Quebec imposed a curfew.

They even initially imposed the curfew on the homeless! 

CLOSING PARKS
Ontario closed parks and outdoor recreation, including basketball

courts, skate parks, and briefly closed playgrounds. Toronto even

roped off flowering cherry blossoms. The rate of outdoor transmission

is incredibly low, making these moves pure COVID theatre. 

AISLE BY AISLE LOCKDOWNS
Manitoba and Ontario both implemented lockdowns of specific aisles

in stores. So-called "non-essential" items were roped off in stores.

COVID doesn't lurk in some aisles and not others. This policy was

clearly a move based on lobby pressure. 

PRIVATE JETS EXEMPT FROM
QUARANTINE HOTELS
Travelers flying into Canada are required to quarantine at an expensive

government approved hotel at a cost of around $2,000 per traveller.

But Hundreds of private flights from international destinations have

landed at airports across Canada despite federal rules directing

commercial and business air travellers to 4 main cities where a

quarantine hotel system is in place. 
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LIMITS ON SOCIAL MEDIA
POSTS
The Nova Scotia government went to court to stop a group of

protestors opposed to COVID. The government was granted a court

order stopping the protest, and the order even prevented the protestors

from posting about their event on social media. This unconstitutional

violation of free speech was totally unnecessary. 

BANNING SKIING AND GOLFING
Ontario banned golf and skiing, and British Columbia also closed ski

hills for a period. COVID has very little transmission outdoors, and these

sports are done mostly alone and spaced out. Closing these facilities

was about giving the impression of doing something more than actually

achieving anything.

UNSAFE QUARANTINE HOTELS
The federal government requires travellers into Canada to quarantine

in an expensive hotel while they wait for a COVID test. These hotels

have had multiple COVID outbreaks. What makes them even more

absurd is if a guest does have COVID, they just go home. So why not

just let everyone go home to wait for their tests? 

BANNING DRIVE IN EVENTS
Several provinces closed drive in events, even though COVID won't

transmit through closed car windows. For a period, Manitoba banned

drive in church service, Alberta banned drive-in movies, as did

Ontario, which also banned drive through Christmas light displays.

CRAZY GATHERING LIMITS
Some gathering limits have not made sense. For example, in

Alberta the limit for church services was 15, unless it was a

funeral, in which case it is 10. And if you want to hold the

service outside, the limit is 5. 


